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SUMMARY
Natural killer (NK) cells and type 1 innate lymphoid cells (ILC1s) are populations of non-T, non-B lymphocytes
in peripheral tissues. Although NK and ILC1 subsets have been described, their identification and character-
istics remain unclear. We performed single-cell RNA sequencing and CITE-seq to explore NK and ILC1 het-
erogeneity between tissues. We observed that although NK1 and NK2 subsets are conserved in spleen and
liver, ILC1s are heterogeneous across tissues. We identified sets of genes expressed by related subsets or
characterizing unique ILC1 populations in each organ. The syndecan-4 appeared as a marker discriminating
murine ILC1 from NK cells across organs. Finally, we revealed that the expressions of EOMES, GZMA, IRF8,
JAK1, NKG7, PLEK, PRF1, and ZEB2 define NK cells and that IL7R, LTB, and RGS1 differentiate ILC1s from
NK cells inmice and humans. Our data constitute an important resource to improve our understanding of NK-
ILC1 origin, phenotype, and biology.
INTRODUCTION

Innate lymphoid cells (ILCs) are heterogenous innate non-T,

non-B lymphocytes involved in immunity, inflammation, and tis-

sue homeostasis.1 ILCs can be classified into five main subsets:

natural killer (NK) cells, lymphoid-tissue inducer cells (LTis), type

1 ILCs (ILC1s), type 2 ILCs (ILC2s), and type 3 ILCs (ILC3s).

ILC1s express T-Bet and produce interferon-g (IFN-g), ILC2s

are dependent on GATA-3 and secrete interleukin (IL)-12

and -5, and ILC3s express RORgt and produce IL-17 and IL-22.1

While NK cells recirculate in the blood, ILC1s are tissue resi-

dent.2 Both cell types have several features in common,

including expression of the cell-surface markers NK1.1 and

NKp46 in mice, the transcription factor T-Bet, and IFN-g secre-

tion. Few markers have been proposed to discriminate ILC1s

from NK cells, such as integrin a1 (CD49a), CD200R, IL-7 recep-

tor (CD127), CD69, and C-X-C chemokine receptor type 6

(CXCR6).3 ILCs are highly plastic, with a phenotype shaped by

their microenvironment. For example, transforming growth fac-

tor b (TGF-b) has been shown to guide the transdifferentiation

of NK cells into ILC1s.4,5

Recent advances in single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq)

improved the characterization of NK cells and ILC1s across tis-

sues in mice and humans.6–11 Our previous data on blood and

splenic NK cells from mice and humans identified three subsets,

NK0, NK1, and NK2, ranging from immature to mature cells.8
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ScRNA-seq on murine NKp46+NK1.1+ cells from several tissues

has revealed differences in cell identity and gene expression

programs between tissue-specific and non-tissue-specific

NKp46+NK1.1+ subsets.11 However, the relationships between

these various populations at both the intra- and inter-tissues

levels remain to be understood. Here, we usedCITE-seq (cellular

indexing of transcriptomes and epitopes by sequencing) tech-

nology, which combines scRNA-seq with the use of oligonucle-

otide-labeled antibodies carrying unique barcodes, to investi-

gate NK and ILC1 heterogeneity between tissues. Based on

both phenotypic and transcriptomic profiling, we identified

several NK and ILC1 populations with tissue-specific imprints.

These data reveal a much wider heterogeneity than previously

anticipated and prompt us to refine the definition of NK and

ILC1 identity to take into account their heterogeneity between

and within tissues. Taken together, our data represent a

resource to improve our understanding of the role of NK cells

and ILC1s in physiology.

RESULTS

Phenotypic diversity of NKp46+NK1.1+ cells between
tissues
We first investigated the phenotypic heterogeneity of NKp46+

NK1.1+ cells from liver, spleen, salivary glands (SGs), and lamina

propria (LP) in mice by flow cytometry. As previously observed,
ts Medicine 3, 100812, November 15, 2022 ª 2022 The Authors. 1
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NK cell markers (CD49b, Ly49H, Ly49D, and CD11b) were ex-

pressed by only Eomes+ cells, whereas all the ILC1 markers

(CD49a, CD200R, LAG-3, TRAIL, and CXCR6) were expressed

by Eomes� cells. However, we found Eomes� and Eomes+ cells

in every population defined by the expression of the classical

markers CD49a and CD49b (Figure S1A). Furthermore, Eomes+

and Eomes�NKp46+NK1.1+ cells had highly variable expression

profiles depending on the tissue of origin, both in terms of

frequency and intensity (Figure S1B). Some markers such

as CD90.2 and CD122 were expressed by both Eomes� and

Eomes+ populations.

Using UMAP and FlowSOM clustering, we identified nine

distinct cell clusters with tissue-specific distribution patterns

(Figures S1C–S1F). Clusters 1 and 2, corresponding to classical

NK cells, were present in all tissues, while cluster 8 was shared

between the liver, SG, and LP. Other clusters had a marked tis-

sue-specific distribution: cluster 9 in the liver, clusters 3 and 4 in

the SG, and clusters 6 and 7 in the LP. The detailed analysis of

each cluster revealed that the expression of the NK cell activa-

tion receptors Ly49H and Ly49D segregate two major groups

of populations, indicating the contribution of cells with two

distinct origins, NK and non-NK, to the NKp46+NK1.1+ cell

pool between tissues (Figure S1E). Further, with the exception

of clusters 1 and 2, each cluster was defined by a graded and

specific combinatorial expression of ILC1 markers, including

CD49a, CD200R, CD127, and LAG-3. Finally, clusters 3 and 4,

expressing both CD49a and CD49b but differing in terms of

CD90.2 expression, fitted the definition of intermediate (INT)

ILC1s (Figures S1D–S1F). Overall, these data highlighted a broad

heterogeneity of NK and ILC1 subsets between tissues and un-

expected variability in the expression of markers restricted to

ILC1s depending on each subset.

Tissue-specific transcriptional profiles and diversity in
NKp46+NK1.1+ cells
For a more in-depth analysis of this heterogeneity, we sorted

Lin�NKp46+NK1.1+ cells from the liver, spleen, SG, and LP

and subjected them to CITE-seq12 using antibodies against

CD49a, CD49b, CD200R, CD90.2, CD122, LAG-3, and CD127

(Figure S2).

In agreement with our flow cytometry data, unbiased pheno-

typically based clustering separated the cells into multiple

distinct clusters, with marked tissue-specific patterns of distri-

bution (Figures 1A–1C) andmarker expression levels (Figure 1D).

Clusters 1 and 5 exhibited high levels of CD49a, exhibited low

levels of CD49b and CD122, and segregated according to the

expression of CD90.2. These clusters displayed inversely corre-

lated levels of CD200R and CD127 (Figures 1D and S1D–S1F),

suggesting that the expression of these two genes might be

controlled by common regulatory mechanisms. At the transcrip-

tomic level, these clusters were characterized by the common

expression of ILC1-related genes, such as Cxcr6, Tmem176a,

Tmem176b, Cd160, and Tnfsf10 (encoding TRAIL), whereas

several other genes, such as Nr4a1, Ikzf2, Litaf, and Icam1,

displayed tissue-restricted expression patterns (Figure 1D).

The SG-associated clusters 4 and 7 also had closely related

phenotypes. Consistent with the description of an ‘‘INT’’-ILC1

population,4,5 these cells express CD49a and CD90.2, as well
2 Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100812, November 15, 2022
as intermediate levels of CD49b, and contain transcripts for

both NK cell markers (Klra family genes and Eomes) and ILC1

markers (Il21r and Cd69) (Figure 1D). Finally, clusters 6, 3, and

2, in the liver and spleen, displayed high levels of CD49b and

CD122, but not CD49a, CD127, CD200R, or LAG-3. At the tran-

scriptomic level, these cells expressed NK cell marker genes

Prf1, Zeb2,Gzma, Lgals1,Klf2, and Irf8 (Figure 1D). This classical

NK cell phenotype, together with their conserved transcriptomic

profiles between liver and spleen, suggested that these clusters

represent non-tissue-specific circulating NK cells. UMAP dimen-

sionality reduction based on RNA levels of NKp46+NK1.1+ single

cells from all organs showed a clear segregation between cells

according to their tissue of origin, particularly for LP (Figure 1E).

Furthermore, computation of cell signature scores indicated that

cells from clusters 6, 3, and 2 expressed high levels of genes

associated to circulating cells, whereas other clusters were

associated with a tissue-resident cell transcriptional signa-

ture13,14 (Figure 1F).

Interestingly, cells fromSG and LP exhibited anNK cell pheno-

type but marked differences in their gene-expression program,

indicating the presence of tissue-restricted NK cell subsets (Fig-

ure 1D). Along this line, cell surface phenotype-based clusters

projected onto an RNA-level-based UMAP indicated that cell

populations with identical phenotypes could still display mark-

edly distinct gene expression programs between tissues (Fig-

ure 1G). Furthermore, with the exception of hepatic and splenic

NK cells, UMAP and clustering based on transcriptomic data

indicated that the other NK1.1+NKp46+ cell subsets clearly

segregated according to tissue of origin. Overall, these results

show that besides non-tissue-specific circulating NK cell popu-

lations, each organ includes tissue-resident cells derived from

either NK cells or classical ILC1. They also highlight that the clas-

sical definition of NK cell and ILC1 phenotypes does not

adequately take into account the heterogeneity of cell identity

across tissues.

Liver NK and ILC1 subsets can be defined on the basis of
maturation state
Given the heterogeneity of NKp46+NK1.1+ cells between tissues,

we then investigated whether a spectrum of populations could

also be found within each tissue. Principal-component analysis

(PCA) on hepatic NKp46+NK1.1+ cells showed that principal

component 1 (PC1) scores segregated two groups of cells, char-

acterized by the expression of NK cell-associated genes (Klf2,

Zeb2, Prf1, Itga4, Cma1, Sell, Klra8, Irf8, Klra4, Gzma, Eomes,

Lgals1, and S1pr5) and expression of ILC1-related genes

(Tnsf10, Cxcr3, Cd160, S100a4, Ly6e, Itga1, Cd3g, Ltb, Cxcr6,

Xcl1, and Cd7) (Figures 2A and 2B). Cell clustering analysis

further identified five subsets (Figure 2C). Based on the identity

of the top 10 differentially expressed genes (DEGs), and the

expression of NK and ILC1 signature genes between clusters,

we annotated three subsets of NK cells (NK_Liv1–3) and two

subsets of ILC1 (ILC1_Liv1 and ILC1_Liv2) (Figures 2C and 2D).

NK_Liv1–3 accounted for 36%, 22%, and 8% of the

NKp46+NK1.1+ cells, respectively (Figure 2C). ILC1_Liv1 was

the major ILC1 subset (27%), whereas ILC1_Liv2 represented

only 7% of total hepatic NKp46+NK1.1+ cells. Consistent

with our previous findings (Figure 1E), NK cell subsets
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Figure 1. Tissue-specific transcriptional profile of ILC1s

(A) UMAP showing the clustering of 17,820 NKp46+NK1.1+ cells from the liver, spleen, SG, and lamina propria (LP) on the basis of phenotypic markers fromCITE-

seq data, annotated by organ (left) and cluster label (right).

(B and C) Tissue distribution frequency analysis across phenotypic clusters (B) and representation of clusters by organ (C).

(D) Heatmap displaying the top 30 DEGs (bottom) by antibody-based clusters of NKp46+NK1.1+ cells (top) (fold change [FC] > 0.35 and p < 0.05).

(E) UMAP of NKp46+NK1.1+ single cells from all organs based on RNA levels.

(F) Module score analysis for tissue-resident and circulating lymphocytes; cell transcriptomic signature by cell surface phenotype-based cluster identified in (B)

(mean ± SD).

(G) Cell surface phenotype-based clusters projected onto an RNA-level-based UMAP.
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preferentially expressed genes associated to circulating lympho-

cyte signature, whereas ILC1s were associated with a tissue-

resident cell signature (Figures 2E and 2F).
NK_Liv1 expressed high levels of the transcription factors

Zeb2 and Klf2 known to be required for NK maturation,15,16 as

well as Prf1, Klrg1, and Ly6c2, indicative of a mature phenotype
Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100812, November 15, 2022 3
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Figure 2. Different transcriptional features between hepatic NK cell and ILC1 populations

(A) Principal-component analysis (PCA) of 16,262 hepatic NKp46+NK1.1+ cells.

(B) Heatmap showing the top 15 genes with the lowest or highest PC1 scores, ranked according to their score values. Cells and genes are sorted by principal-

component scores.

(legend continued on next page)
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(Figure 2D). By contrast, NK_Liv2 expressed genes associated

with an immature cell profile, such as the hematopoietic stem/

progenitor cell regulators embigin (Emb) and Tcf7, the homing re-

ceptor CD62L (Sell), and the chemokine receptor CCR2, involved

in NK cell migration. Consistent with a recent study,17 the

NK_Liv3 subset was associated with expression of the stress-

response genes, indicating that they likely represent a population

of ‘‘stressed’’ cells. Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis

further indicated that, consistent with their mature phenotype,

NK_Liv1 cells expressed genes associated with IFN-g produc-

tion, whereas NK_Liv2 cells express genes associated with

T cell differentiation and activation (Figure S3A). By contrast,

NK_Liv3 cells expressed genes involved in many biological pro-

cesses, reinforcing the idea of a stressed cellular state.

Liver ILC1s express high levels of Itga1, Cxcr6, Cd200r2,

Tnfsf10, and Cd7. Interestingly, they segregated into two sub-

sets owing to a graded expression of the genes constituting

this signature. ILC1_Liv1 cells preferentially expressed Il7r,

Tmem176a and Tmem176b, Ikzf2, and Cd160, whereas

ILC1_Liv2 had high levels of Itga1, Cd3g, Cd7, and Gzmc

(Figures 2D and 2H). A cKit+CD127hiTCF-1hi ‘‘early’’ ILC1 subset

with the potential to mature into CD127�TCF-1� effector ILC1s

was recently identified in the liver.18 By comparing the gene

expression profiles of the two hepatic ILC1 subsets with these

previously described populations,18 we found that ILC1_Liv1

and ILC1_Liv2 matched to the early and effector ILC1 popula-

tions, respectively (Figure 2G). Furthermore, ILC1_Liv1 cells

preferentially express genes associated with cell adhesion,

IFN-g production, and defense response to bacteria, reminis-

cent of an effector phenotype. ILC1_Liv2 cells expressed genes

strongly associated with cytokine production and the Ag-recep-

tor-mediated signaling pathway (Figure S3A).

To investigate whether these hepatic NK cells or ILC1s have a

distinct origin or might represent cellular intermediates on a

continuous differentiation pathway, we performed a trajectory

reconstruction analysis using the Monocle algorithm

(Figures 2I and 2J). In line with our previous study,8 the progres-

sive downregulation of genes associated with an immature dif-

ferentiation stage (Cd160, Emb, Tcf7, and Xcl1), paralleled by

the upregulation of genes associated with effector functions

and terminal maturation (Gzmb, Klrg1, or Zeb2), was associ-

ated with a transition between NK_Liv2 and NK_Liv1 (Fig-

ure 2K). Also, consistent with previous studies,17–19 pseudo-

time ordering of ILC1 pictures a transition from ILC1_Liv1 to

ILC1_Liv2, with the downregulation of genes associated with

stem-cell-like and immature state (Emb, Tcf7, Il7r, and Il18r1),
(C) UMAP projection of hepatic NKp46+NK1.1+ cells clustered according to RN

subset identified.

(D) Heatmap of the top 10 upregulated DEGs of the identified NKp46+NK1.1+ clu

(E) UMAP plot overlaid with tissue-resident and circulating lymphocyte signature

(F) Module score analysis for tissue-resident and circulating lymphocyte signatu

(G) Module score analysis of ‘‘early’’ and "effector" ILC1 transcriptomic signatur

(H) Violin plots showing mRNA expression profiles of selected genes across Seu

(I and J) Left panel: pseudotime analysis of cells included in NK (I) and ILC1 (J) clus

(right).

(K and L) Normalized expression of genes along the pseudotime axis calculated f

identity.
balanced by an upregulation of effector genes (Gzma, Gzmb,

Gzmc, and Tnfsf10) (Figure 2L).

Taken together, these data reveal that similar to NK cells, the

liver ILC1 population is heterogeneous and includes two distinct

subsets with marked differences in their differentiation and

effector status.

Subsets of NK cells and ILC1s in the spleen
In contrast with the liver, PCA on splenic NKp46+NK1.1+ cells did

not separate clear populations (Figure 3A). Still, it indicated that

high PC1 scores were associated with the expression of the

mature NK cell-associated genes (Figure 3B). We identified

two major NK cell clusters, NK_Sp1 and NK_Sp2, accounting

for 52% and 43% of total splenic NKp46+NK1.1+ cells, respec-

tively, and two additional minor NK (NK_Sp3) and ILC1

(ILC1_Sp1) subsets (Figure 3C). As observed in the liver, splenic

NK cells and ILC1s were respectively associated with a circu-

lating and a resident cell transcriptional signature (Figures 3D

and 3E). Interestingly, 6 of the top 10DEGswere shared between

the NK_Sp1 and NK_Liv1 populations (Figure 3F). We also iden-

tified similarities between NK_Sp2 and NK_Liv2 cells and be-

tween NK_Sp3 and NK_Liv3 cells. In agreement, with their highly

related transcriptional programs and our previous study,8 trajec-

tory reconstruction ordered the three NK cell clusters along a

maturation process associated with regulation of gene expres-

sion. Of note, the set of genes modulated during splenic NK

cell differentiation is the same than for hepatic NK cells

(Figures 2K and 3H). Consistent with the functional features pre-

viously reported for these cells,8 NK_Sp1 and NK_Sp2, respec-

tively, expressed genes associated with apoptosis/leukocyte

migration and lymphocyte activation and differentiation (Fig-

ure S3B). NK_Sp3 cells expressed genes involved in the

response to cytokines.

We recently identified mature (NK1) and immature (NK2) NK

cell populations in mouse spleen and blood and in human

blood.8 The NK_Liv1/NK_Sp1 andNK_Liv2/NK_Sp2 populations

were respectively characterized by high similarity scores for the

NK1 and NK2 gene signatures, indicating that these populations

are closely related to blood NK cells (Figure 3I) and likely repre-

sent non-tissue-specific circulating NK cells.

Finally, we found a small but homogenous subset of

NKp46+NK1.1+ cells distinct from classical NK cells, expressing

the early ILC1-associated genes Il7r, Cd160, Tmem176a,

Tmem176b, and Cxcr6 (Figures 3A, 3C, and S4).

Overall, these results confirm that the NK cells found in both

the liver and the spleen correspond to non-tissue-specific
A levels. The donut graph shows the percentage of each liver NKp46+NK1.1+

sters, ranked by adjusted p value (FC > 0.35 and p < 0.05).

s.

res for clusters identified in (C) (mean ± SD).

es for the hepatic ILC1 subsets identified in (C) (mean ± SD).

rat clusters.

ters. UMAPs are colored according to pseudotime scores (left) and cell clusters

or the cells included in NK (K) and ILC1 (L) clusters. Color bars indicate cluster
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Figure 3. scRNA-seq identifies liver-like splenic NK cells and one splenic ILC1 subset

(A) PCA of 8,062 splenic NKp46+NK1.1+ cells.

(B) Heatmap showing the top 15 genes with the lowest or highest PC1 score, ranked according to their score value.

(C) UMAP projection of splenic NKp46+NK1.1+ cells clustered on the basis of RNA levels. The donut graph shows the percentage of each spleen NKp46+NK1.1+

subset identified.

(D) UMAP plot overlaid with tissue-resident and circulating lymphocyte signatures.

(E) Module score analysis of tissue-resident and circulating lymphocyte signature for clusters identified in (C) (mean ± SD).

(F) Heatmap of the top 10 upregulated DEGs of identified NKp46+NK1.1+ clusters, ranked by adjusted p value (FC > 0.35 and p < 0.05).

(G) Pseudotime analysis of cells included in NK clusters. UMAPs are colored according to pseudotime scores (left) and cell cluster (right).

(H) Normalized expression of genes along the pseudotime axis calculated for the cells included in NK cell clusters. Color bars indicate cluster identity.

(I) Module score analysis of splenic NK1, NK2, and NK3 transcriptomic signatures for the splenic and hepatic ILC1 subsets identified in (C) (mean ± SD).
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Figure 4. Transcriptional heterogeneity among NKp46+NK1.1+ subsets in the salivary glands

(A) PCA of 4,455 NKp46+NK1.1+ cells from the SG.

(B) Heatmap showing the top 15 genes with the lowest or highest PC1 score, ranked according to their score value.

(legend continued on next page)
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circulating NK cells and also reveal a small population of splenic

cells displaying ‘‘early ILC1’’ features.

Two distinct origins for ILC1 in SG
We then focused our transcriptional analysis on NKp46+NK1.1+

cells from the SG, where ILC1s have unique phenotypic features

because of TGF-b imprinting.4 PCA on NKp46+NK1.1+ cells did

not reveal any clear segregation between populations but a con-

tinuum of cells along PC1, driven by ILC1- and NK-related genes

(Figures 4A and 4B). We identified five cell subsets, including a

large population of unconventional NK cells (NK_SG1) displaying

a mixed expression profile with genes associated to effector and

immature NK cells, two populations of ILC1s expressing high

levels of Gzmb and Gzmc (ILC1_SG1) similar to the liver effector

ILC1s, and the ILC1_SG2 expressing Il7r, Tmem176a,

Tmem176b, Il18r1, and Emb, similar to the liver early ILC1s

(Figures 4C–4E). Two additional subsets (INT_SG1 and

INT_SG2) expressed the NK cell receptor genes Klra4, Klra7,

and Klra8, indicating that they belong to the NK cell lineage (Fig-

ure 4E). They also displayed intermediate features between NK

and ILC1, such as lower levels of Eomes and Zeb2 but increased

levels of Itga1 and Tnfsf10 (Figure 4E). The INT_SG1 subset

shares a significant part of its transcriptional signature with

NK_SG1 cells but differed by a lower expression of Sell, Klf2,

Il18r1, Emb, and Gzma. The INT_SG2, closely related to

ILC1_SG1 cells, did not express these genes but expressed

Cxcr6, Tnfsf10, and Gzmc. Consistent with a differentiation of

NK cells into ILC1s upon TGF-b stimulation,4 these two interme-

diate populations expressed the TGF-b target genes, Smad7

and Itgae. Also, pseudotime analysis ordered these populations

fromNK_SG1 to ILC1_SG1, via INT_SG1 and INT_SG2, because

of the progressive downregulation of NK and immature cell-

associated genes (Zeb2, Klf2, Eomes, Cxcr3, Tcf7, Emb,

Il18r1, and Cd160), balanced by an upregulation of Itgae and

the effector ILC1-related genes Itga1, Cxcr6, Gzmb, and Gzmc

(Figures 4F and 4G). In contrast with the liver and spleen, we

found a progressive transition from a circulating to a resident

lymphocyte signature, which parallels the transition of NK cells

to ILC1s along the pseudotime axis (Figures 4H and 4I).

GO analysis revealed that NK_SG1 cells were enriched in the

expression of genes associated with IFN-g and TNF-a produc-

tion and defense responses, consistent with their activated

phenotype (Figure S3C). INT_SG1 cells expressed genes associ-

ated with cell adhesion and T cell activation, and INT_SG2 cells

expressed genes associated with cytolysis. Finally, although

ILC1_SG1s are associated with a cytotoxicity-related gene

signature, ILC1_SG2 cells are enriched in genes involved in acti-

vation, proliferation, and differentiation, reminiscent of effector

and early differentiating gene expression programs.
(C) UMAP projection of SG NKp46+NK1.1+ cells clustered on the basis of RNA

subsets identified.

(D) Heatmap of the top 10 upregulated DEGs of the identified NKp46+NK1.1+ clu

(E) Violin plots showing mRNA expression profiles of selected genes across Seu

(F) Pseudotime analysis of cells included in NK clusters. UMAPs are colored acc

(G) Normalized expression of genes along the pseudotime calculated for the cell

(H) UMAP plot overlaid with tissue-resident and circulating lymphocyte signature

(I) Module score analysis for tissue-resident and circulating lymphocyte signatur
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Highlighting the heterogeneity of the SG NKp46+NK1.1+ cell

population, these results indicate that the ILC1_SG1 subset de-

rives from tissue-resident NK cells, whereas the ILC1_SG2

arises from a distinct origin. They also reveal a striking parallel

with the liver ILC1s, as these two ILC1 populations also exhibit

an immature and effector status.

Transcriptomic heterogeneity and complexity among LP
NKp46+NK1.1+ cells
In agreement with our data and previous reports,11,20 scRNA-

seq analysis indicated that the NKp46+NK1.1+ cell population

from the LP is highly heterogeneous and differs from the ones

infiltrating other tissues (Figures 1E and S1). Similar to the SG,

PCA indicated that cells from LP constitute a continuum driven

on PC1 by ILC1-related genes and NK cell signature genes

(Figures 5A and 5B).

We next identified one NK cell subset (NK_LP1) accounting for

10% of total NKp46+NK1.1+ cells, two intermediate clusters

(INT_LP1/INT_LP2) accounting for 20% and 12% of the cells,

and two ILC1 subsets (ILC1_LP1/ILC1_LP2) accounting for

43% and 15% of the whole-cell population (Figure 5C).

Both NK_LP1 and INT_LP1 expressed the NK cell receptor

genes Klra4, 7, 8, 9, and Eomes but could be distinguished by

the expression of GzmA, Sell, and Klf2 (Figures 5D and 5E). A

close analysis of the INT_LP2 subset revealed that it included

both a small fraction of cells expressing Klra genes and Eomes

and cells expressing Itga1, Tnfsf10, and Cxcr6. Yet, they homo-

genously express high levels of stress-response-related genes

(Hspa1a, Hspa1b, Jun, Hspe1, and Hsph1) and the IFN-g-induc-

ible gene Ifi47 (Figure 5D). This suggested that they could repre-

sent a mixed population of closely related stressed or activated

cells but with distinct NK or non-NK origins. Consistently, the

INT-LP2 subset seemed to segregate into two subpopulations,

one in close contact with the INT_LP1 and one close to the

ILC1_LP2 (Figure 5C). In agreement, ILC1_LP1 and ILC1_LP2

did not express Klra genes and Eomes but the core ILC1 signa-

ture genes Itga1, Tnfsf10, and Cxcr6 (Figure 5E).

In line with the continuum of LP NKp46+NK1.1+ populations,

trajectory reconstruction analyses revealed a proper transition

of Klra-expressing cells from mature NK cells to cells with an

ILC1 identity, with the downregulation of Eomes, Zeb2, Klrg1,

and Gzma, balanced by an upregulation of Cxcr6, Rora, Il7r,

Tmem176a, and Tmem176b (Figures 5E, 5F, and 5H). Further,

among non-NK ILC1, a transition from ILC1_LP1 to ILC1_LP2

was associated with the downregulation of the early ILC1-asso-

ciated genes, Il7r and Tmem176a and Tmem176b, and the upre-

gulations of genes encoding effector molecules (Figures 5E, 5G,

and 5I). Similar to SG, we observed a progressive transition from

a dominant circulating to a dominant resident cell signature
levels. The donut graph shows the percentage of each of the NKp46+NK1.1+

sters, ranked by adjusted p value (FC > 0.35 and p < 0.05).

rat clusters.

ording to pseudotime scores (left) and cell cluster (right).

s included in NK and ILC1 clusters. Color bars indicate cluster identity.

s.

e for clusters identified in (C) (mean ± SD).
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(Figures 5J and 5K). Importantly, ILC1_LP1 included cells ex-

pressing the Il22 and Rorc genes, suggesting that at least part

of this population represented ILC3-derived ILC1 (Figure 5D).

Hence, as for the liver and the SG, the NKp46+NK1.1+ cell pop-

ulation from the LP displaying a core ILC1 gene expression pro-

gram includes two populations with distinct maturation and

effector status. Further, they include cells from multiple origins,

such as classical and ILC3-derived ILC1.

Common and specific signatures of NKp46+NK1.1+

populations
TGF-b signaling is required for the formation of resident memory

T cells in multiple organs, including the LP and the SG, but not

the liver. Consistently, we found that a TGF-b-induced gene

signature is highly enriched in cells from the LP and SG and

mildly in the liver (Figure S6). Also, we recently showed that a tis-

sue-specific differentiation pathway controls the differentiation

of liver ILC1.21 These data supported the hypothesis that

ILC1s are under the influence of tissue-specific niches, whether

it would stem from local environmental signals or developmental

pathways, leading to significant differences in their transcrip-

tional programs (Figure 1E). Yet, our results indicated that ILC1

populations from each peripheral tissue segregate into two sub-

sets with an early and effector state, highlighting a significant

conservation of cell identities between tissues.

To evaluate the extent of these similarities, we performed a

multidataset integration using the Harmony algorithm.22 The pro-

jection of every subset from all organs on aUMAP representation

provided an overview of their relationships (Figures 6A and S5).

Three well-defined compartments corresponding to NK, inter-

mediate cells, and ILC1 subsets segregated together between

tissues, showing that despite their transcriptional profile hetero-

geneity (Figure 1E), each tissue-resident NKp46+NK1.1+ cell

pool includes highly related cell subsets.

We then computed the Szymkiewicz-Simpson coefficient for

each pair of cell subsets and show that all the tissue-resident

ILC1 populations clustered together regardless of their origin

(Figure 6B). Also, ILC1_Sp1, ILC1_SG2, and ILC1_LP1 were

closely related to the liver early ILC1 population (ILC1_Liv1). In

parallel, INT_SG2, ILC1_SG1, and ILC1_LP2 were the closest

populations to the liver ILC1_Liv2 effector population within

each tissue. In agreement with our tissue-specific analyses,

these results further supported the hypothesis that comparable

populations of immature and effector ILC1 populations could

be found within each tissue.
Figure 5. Transcriptomic analysis reveals that NKp46+NK1.1+ subsets

(A) PCA of 15,658 NKp46+NK1.1+ cells from the LP.

(B) Heatmap showing the top 15 genes with the lowest or highest PC1 score, ran

(C) UMAP projection of NKp46+NK1.1+ cells from the LP clustered on the basis of

subset identified.

(D) Heatmap of the top 10 upregulated DEGs of the identified NKp46+NK1.1+ clu

(E) Violin plots showing mRNA expression profiles of selected genes across Seu

(F and G) Pseudotime analysis of cells included in NK (F) and ILC1 (G) clusters. U

(H and I) Normalized expression of genes along the pseudotime axis calculated f

identity.

(J) UMAP plot overlaid with tissue-resident and circulating lymphocyte signature

(K) Module score analysis for tissue-resident and circulating lymphocyte signatu
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We also identified a common gene signature for all NK cells

versus ILC1 subsets regardless of the tissue of their origin (Fig-

ure 6C). Compared with ILC1s, NK cells homogenously express

genes from the Klra family encoding NK cell receptors of the

Ly49 family and high levels of Klf2, Gzma, Zeb2, Cma1, Sell,

Eomes, Itgam, Itga2, and Prf1. They also express Scimp, encod-

ing a protein acting as a scaffold for Src-family kinases,23,24 in-

tegrin b4 (Itga4), involved in cytolytic cell-cell interactions with

target cells, pleckstrin (Plek) and the CD3z subunit (Cd247).

Conversely, the ILC1s differ from NK cells by the expression of

DNAX accessory molecule DNAM-1 (Cd226), the integral mem-

brane protein (Itm2c), the transcriptional regulator Rbpj playing a

central role in Notch signaling,25 and Ltb. In addition, the differ-

ential expression of Tnfsf10, Tmem176a and Tmem176b, Il7r,

and Cxcr6, as well as Itga1, segregate ILC1 subpopulations cor-

responding to early and effector transcriptional profiles within

each tissue. Finally, we identified sets of genes characterizing

unique ILC1 populations in each organ (Figure 6D).

We next tested several markers from our NK-ILC1 gene signa-

ture by flow cytometry (Figures 6C and 6D). Although DNAM-1

has been shown to be expressed by NK cells in spleen, liver,

and tumors,5,26 it is also expressed by more than 70% of

ILC1s in all organs (Figure 6E). Interestingly, DNAM-1 is more

highly expressed by hepatic ILC1s as compared with NK cells.

Furthermore, PD-1H, also known as VISTA, is also expressed

by a majority of ILC1s across organs, as well as NK cells from

the liver and the spleen (Figure 6E). Importantly, we identified

that syndecan-4 (SDC4), a transmembrane heparan sulfate pro-

teoglycan, is specifically expressed by almost all ILC1s and not

by NK cells, suggesting that this marker will be useful to discrim-

inate NK cells from ILC1s.

Identification of cross-organ NK and ILC1-specific
markers between mouse and human
A recent study analyzed the heterogeneity of human ILCs andNK

cells by scRNA-seq across four tissues: blood, tonsil, lung, and

colon.9 We sought to determine whether our murine NK cell

versus ILC1 signatures could also identify these populations in

human. We thus performed PCA, clustering, and UMAP on this

human ILC scRNA-seq dataset with the human orthologous

genes. We found that ourmurine liver and SG signatures allow

us to accurately discriminate human NK cells from ILC1s (Fig-

ure 7A). When we used signatures from murine spleen or LP,

we were also able to separate human NK cells from ILC1s,

except for the tonsil where these subsets clustered (Figure 7A).
from the LP have unique features

ked according to their score value.

RNA levels. The donut graph shows the percentage of each LP NKp46+NK1.1+

sters, ranked by adjusted p value (FC > 0.35 and p < 0.05).

rat clusters.

MAPs are colored according to pseudotime scores (left) and cell cluster (right).

or the cells included in NK (H) and ILC1 (I) clusters. Color bars indicate cluster

s.

res for clusters identified in (C) (mean ± SD).



Figure 6. Inter-tissue-specific signatures of NK and ILC1 subpopulations

(A) Transcriptome-based clusters computed for each organ separately, projected onto the multi-organ integrated UMAP obtained with Harmony.

(B) Heatmap representing overlap coefficient dissimilarity between transcriptome-based clusters calculated separately for each organ.

(C) Dot plot of NK cell-specific versus ILC1-specific markers. Intermediate clusters were not taken into account.

(legend continued on next page)
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To identify common NK and ILC1 markers in mouse and hu-

man, we performed differential expression analysis between

NK cells and ILC1 markers from both species in six different or-

gans: human lung, human tonsil, murine liver, murine spleen,mu-

rine SG, and murine LP. We found eight cross-species and

cross-organ NK-specific markers, EOMES, GZMA, IRF8,

JAK1, NKG7, PLEK, PRF1, and ZEB2 (Figure 7B). Importantly,

these eight markers also discriminated human NK cells from

the other ILC subtypes and CD4 T cells (Figure 7C). We identified

three cross-species and cross-organ ILC1-specific markers:

IL7R, LTB, and RGS1 (Figure 7B). However, these three markers

were also expressed by other ILC populations and CD4 T cells

(Figure 7C).

DISCUSSION

Distinguishing between NK cells and ILC1s is a major challenge

to study the individual functions of these cells. However, it re-

mains difficult to identify these two cell types unambiguously

because of their high degree of similarity and their plasticity

in a particular environment. We used CITE-seq and high-

throughput scRNA-seq to investigate the similarities and differ-

ences between NK cells and ILC1s in multiple organs and

showed that their current phenotypic definition does not

adequately take into account the heterogeneity of cell identity

across tissues.

We previously identified two major NK subsets from spleen

and blood in mouse and human: NK1 defined as human

CD56dim and mouse CD27�CD11b+ mature NK cells and NK2

as human CD56bright and mouse CD27+CD11b� immature NK

cells.8 Here, we showed that NK1 and NK2 are found in spleen

and liver, revealing that these populations are closely related to

blood NK cells and represent non-tissue-specific circulating

NK cells. Consistently, the transcriptional profile of these cells

was found to be homogeneous, probably because these cells

circulate in the bloodstream and are not specific to a tissue.

NK cells from SG have a singular transcriptomic profile and

constitute an activated andmature subset. This cell type also ex-

pressed a set of genes implicated in defense responses, consis-

tent with a study showing that SGNK cells play a critical role dur-

ing chronic viral infection.27 NK cells from the LP are also unique.

In particular, they express the gene encoding vascular endothe-

lial growth factor A (Vegfa) involved in angiogenesis. Interest-

ingly, uterine NK cells also produce this angiogenic factor.28

Whether NK cells in the gut could have protumorigenic effects

because of their support for tumor angiogenesis remains to be

investigated.29

In line with their tissue-resident status,2,11 the transcriptomic

profile of ILC1s was found to be specific to individual tissues.

By using CITE-seq, scRNA-seq, and Monocle analysis, we pro-

vide data supporting that hepatic ILC1s could differentiate from

an immature to an effector subset, which is consistent with

recent findings.18 It has been reported that this conversion is
(D) Dot plot of specific markers for each cluster.

(E) Flow cytometry profiles of CD49a, DNAM-1, PD-1H, and SDC4 expression,

CD49a�CD49b+ NK cells and CD49a+CD49b� ILC1s for each indicated marker

dependent experiments. Each point represents a pool of two mice.
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mediated by Hobit because germline deletion of Zfp683 (encod-

ing Hobit) leads to an increase in immature cells and a decrease

of cytotoxic ILC1s. However, other data reported that the condi-

tional deletion of Zfp683 in NKp46+ cells reduced both subsets,

suggesting that cytotoxic ILC1s develop from another progenitor

in a Hobit-dependent manner.17 Furthermore, recent results indi-

cate that these two liver ILC1 populations derive fromdistinct on-

togenic pathways.30 Thus, further investigations are required to

better characterize the origin and differentiation of hepatic

ILC1s.

We also found two distinct populations in the SG and the LP

closely related to these liver ILC1 subsets, which display an

early and effector phenotype. Consistently, a recent study

identified a mature and cytotoxic ILC1 subset from mouse liver

and SG that expressed granzyme C and contributed to anti-

tumor immunity and neonatal autoimmunity.31 ILC1s have

been described as poor cytotoxic cells. We and others17,18

found that ILC1s expressed granzymes A, B, and C, whereas

NK cells expressed granzymes A and B. Altogether, these

data demonstrate that a lytic granule-mediated cytotoxicity

program is not restricted to NK cells and could also occur in

subsets of ILC1s.

We also noticed that despite these similarities in their gene

expression programs, ILC1s arise from distinct developmental

pathways. In contrast to ILC1_Liv2 and ILC1_LP2, the

ILC1_SG1s derive from NK cells. Also, ILC1_LP1s express Il22

and Rorc, indicating they might derive from ILC3, as described

in both mice and humans.

The presence of ILC1s in the spleen remains a matter of

debate. Here, we identified a discrete population of cells with a

gene expression program reminiscent of immature ILC1s identi-

fied in liver. Interestingly, it has been recently identified that

splenic ILC1s exhibit an immature phenotype and a broader

cytokine profile than conventional NK cells.32 These ILC1-like

NK cells directly recognize MHC class I-deficient or virus-in-

fected cells and mounted cytotoxic, adaptive-NK live responses

as efficiently as conventional NK cells. Furthermore, our data

showed that splenic ILC1s highly expressed genes enriched in

lymphocyte differentiation and activation processes. Accord-

ingly, these cells play a role in inducing conventional type 1 den-

dritic cell clustering and consequently enhancing CD8+ T cell

priming during murine cytomegalovirus infection,32 indicating

that this ILC1 subset constituted an early sentinel of viral infec-

tion and was able to contribute to adaptive-like immune

responses.

We identified two intermediate subsets in the SG (INT_SG1

and INT_SG2) with transcriptomic profiles resembling those of

NK cells (NK_SG1) and ILC1s (ILC1_SG1 and ILC1_SG2). In par-

allel, we found an NK cell-like intermediate subset in the LP with

cell-killing functions (INT_LP1), while a second population

(INT_LP2) had a profile consistent with a role in stress responses.

Although these cells intermediate between the NK cell and ILC1

compartments appeared to be unique, they do share similarities
analyzed in Lin�NKp46+NK1.1+ cells. Histograms represent the frequency of

across organs. Data are shown as mean ± SEM and are pooled from two in-



Figure 7. Transfer murine transcriptomic signatures for human dataset

(A) Clustering and UMAP calculated with organ-specific murine orthologous signature. Cells are colored by cluster (upper panel) or by organ (lower panel).

(legend continued on next page)
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with NK cells or ILC1s, possibly reflecting the differentiation of

NK cells into ILC1s as a result of environmental cues such as

TGF-b.4,5 Consistently, a Monocle analysis ranked these cell

populations between NK cells and ILC1s along a pseudotime

axis.

Finally, we performed a transcriptomic comparison of NK

cells, ILC1s, and intermediate cells, across tissues, and identi-

fied sets of genes expressed by related subsets or character-

izing unique ILC1 populations in each organ. We used this spe-

cific NK-ILC1 gene signature to identify additional universal

cell-surface markers to better distinguish these two cell types

by flow cytometry. Although NK cells express both DNAM-1

and PD-1H, ILC1s specifically expressed high levels of these

two receptors. Interestingly, a recent study showed that

ILC1s target leukemia stem cells through DNAM-1 to suppress

leukemogenesis, revealing an important role of DNAM-1 in their

anti-tumor function.33 We also identified SDC4 (ryudocan) as

a possible marker for ILC1s because it was expressed by

almost all ILC1s and not by NK cells. SDC4 is a transmembrane

heparan sulfate, which is involved in signal transduction

processes, cell proliferation, migration, and adhesion. Its

extracellular domain binds several growth factors such as fibro-

blast growth factor 2 (FGF2),34 hepatocyte growth factor

(HGF),35 platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF),36 and also

different cytokines, including monocyte chemoattractant pro-

tein-1 (MCP-1)37 or stromal cell-derived factor-1 (SDF-1), also

referred to as CXCL12.38 It can also directly bind fibronectin.39

It has been shown that SDC4 is a peculiar T cell coinhibitory

receptor that does not include any immunoreceptor-based

tyrosine inhibition motif. Instead, SDC4 employs the protein

tyrosine phosphatase CD148 to inhibit T cell activation.40

Furthermore, SDC4 is also crucial for dendritic cell adhesion

and motility,41 as well as their migration during allergic inflam-

mation.42 However, the role of SDC4 in ILC1s remains to be

elucidated.

Recent studies aimed to characterize the transcriptional pro-

grams of ILC1s and NK cells in humans, and as in the mouse

ILC1s, identification in humans is not straightforward. Consistent

with our analysis, they revealed a considerable heterogeneity

and a substantial impact of the microenvironment on the tran-

scriptomic profiles of these cells.6–10 We took advantage of our

data to analyze the similarities and the differences between the

NK cell and ILC1 subsets identified in humans. We found that

our murine NK-ILC1 signatures can also discriminate these pop-

ulations in humans, and we identified metagenes consisting of

eight cross-species and cross-organ genes for NK cells

(EOMES, GZMA, IRF8, JAK1, NKG7, PLEK, PRF1, and ZEB2)

and three genes for ILC1 (IL7R, LTB, and RGS1). Taken together

with the multidimensional comparison of NK and ILC1 subsets

across four tissues in the mouse, these resource data pave the

way for improving the characterization and understanding of

NK cell and ILC1 biology.
(B) Venn diagram displaying cross-species and cross-organ NK or ILC1 signatu

signature from tonsil9), MM.LIVER (murine signature from liver), MM.SPLEEN (mu

(murine signature from salivary glands).

(C) Dot plot of cross-species and cross-organ NK cell-specific and ILC1-specific m

average expression.
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Limitations of the study
Our results indicate that the ILC1 compartment is highly hetero-

geneous, owing to the coexistence of distinct tissue-resident

NKp46+NK1.1+ populations, cell states, and maturation stages.

This will have to be carefully taken into account in future studies.

Nevertheless, our results indicate that related populations are

found between tissues, suggesting developmental relationships

between them that remain to be fully investigated. Also, we pro-

vide an in-depth snapshot analysis of ILC1 populations at steady

state, but our study does not take into account parameters such

as their evolution across time or pathological conditions.

Whether and how these variables alter ILC1 heterogeneity will

have to be addressed in follow-up studies.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

C57BL/6J WTmice were purchased from Janvier Laboratories. All mice were maintained under specific pathogen-free conditions at

the Centre d’Immunologie de Marseille-Luminy, France. Standard food and water were provided ad libitum. Eight-week-old females

were used for this study. All experiments were performed in accordance with national and European regulations and were approved

by the Ethics Committee for Animal Experimentation ofMarseille (Comité National de Réflexion Ethique sur l’Expérimentation Animale

no.014).

METHOD DETAILS

Mouse tissue collection
Splenocytes and liver cells were isolated by forcing the tissues through 70 mm-mesh and 100 mm-mesh cell strainers. SG were cut

into small pieces and digested by incubation with 500 IU/mL collagenase IV and 5 IU/mLDNase I for 45min at 37�C. Cell suspensions
from SG were then passed through a 18G needle. The gut was resected and cleaned of residual fat tissue. Peyer’s patches were

removed and the intestine was cut open longitudinally and washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) on ice. The gut tissue

was then incubated in 10% fetal bovine serum, 5 mM EDTA and 15 mM HEPES in PBS for 30 min, at 37�C, with shaking. The super-

natant was discarded and the remaining tissue was incubated with 10% FCS, 15 mMHEPES and 300 IU/mL collagenase VIII in PBS

for 30 min at 37�C, with shaking. The digested material was then ground and passed through a 18G needle. Red blood cells were

lysed in RBC lysis buffer (BioLegend). Cells isolated from the liver, SG and LP were separated by gradient centrifugation with 37.5

and 67.5% (for liver and SG) and 40 and 60% (for LP) Percoll.

Flow cytometry and cell sorting
Cells were analyzed by flow cytometry with standard procedures. For surface staining, cells were incubated for 20 min at 37�C with

antibodies and LIVE/DEAD Fixable Near-IR in FACs buffer (1xPBS, 2% FCS, 1 mMEDTA). Cells were stained with antibodies against

CD3, TCRb, CD45, CD49a, CD49b, NKp46, NK1.1, CD90.2, CD122, LAG-3, Ly49D, CD226, PD-1H, F4/80, CD19, Ter-119, CD200R,

CD127, TCRgd, Eomes, Ly49H, TRAIL CXCR6, CD11b and SDC4. Flow cytometry analysis was performed with a FACS Symphony

(BD Biosciences) cell sorter and data were analyzed with FlowJo software (BD Biosciences). The cells for cell sorting were isolated

from the spleen, liver, SG and LP and were enriched by centrifugation on Percoll. For the LP, after purification on a Percoll gradient,

the cells were stained with a biotin-conjugated EpCAM antibody for 15 min at 4�C, and enriched with a Stemcell EasySepTM Mouse

NK Cell Isolation Kit. Lin (CD3, CD19, Ter-119, F4/80, TCRb, TCRgd)�CD45+NKp46+Nk1.1+ cells were purified on a FACSAriaIII Cell

Sorter (BD Biosciences).

Library preparation and sequencing
According to the instructions of 103 Genomics, cells were resuspended in 50 mL staining buffer and incubated with Fc

receptor blocker for 10 min. They were stained simultaneously with sorting antibodies (Live/Dead, CD45.2, NK1.1,

NKp46, Lin: CD3, CD19, F4/80, TCRb, TCRgd, Ter119) and TotalSeq-A antibodies from Biolegend (Table S1), for 45 min at

4�C. Cells were then washed three times in staining buffer, and stained with LIVE/DEADTM Fixable Aqua Dead Cell Stain for

10 min at 4�C.
Cells were sorted and resuspended at a density of 1000 cells/mL in 13 PBS + 0.04% bovine serum albumin (BSA). Libraries were

then preparedwith the ChromiumNext GEMSingle Cell 30 v3.1 kit from 103Genomics. RNA and protein libraries were pooled in a 9:1

ratio and sequenced in 23 100 bp paired-end mode on a NextSeq 550 at the GenomEast platform of the Institut de Génétique et de

Biologie Moléculaire et Cellulaire (IGBMC) of Strasbourg. All libraries were quantified and qualified in Qubit High Sensitivity assays

and with the Agilent Bioanalyzer High Sensitivity kit.

Preprocessing of samples
Raw FASTQ files were processed with CellRanger software (v4.0.0), which performs alignment, filtering, barcode counting and UMI

counting. CellRanger softwarewas used to align readswith themm10 genome. Antibodies were countedwith Cite-seq-Count v1.4.3.

Subsequent analyses were performed with Seurat v3.1.5. We first analyzed each sample independently as follows. Low-quality cells

were excluded in an initial quality-control step, which removed genes expressed in fewer than three cells and cells expressing fewer

than 200 genes. Cells with less than 7% ribosomal genes or more than 10% of mitochondrial were excluded. Library size normali-

zation was performed on the gene expression values for each cell barcode after UMI collapsing, with scaling by the total number of

transcripts and multiplication by 10,000. The data were then log-transformed before further downstream analysis with Seurat. We

selected genes with a high variance, using the FindVariableGenes function with default parameters. We then reduced the dimension-

ality of our data by PCA and cells were clustered with Seurat’s FindClusters function with the Louvain algorithm. We applied the

CellCycleScoring function to identify cells associated with the S or G2 phases of the cell cycle for removal (we set the threshold

at 0.15 rather than 0).
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Pooled sample analysis by organ
We then merged the samples by tissue and reperformed the selection of variable genes, normalization and clustering. Small clusters

found in less than 2.5% of cells were removed. In total, we obtained 16262, 8062, 4455, 15658 cells for the liver, spleen, SG and gut,

respectively. The twoSG samples differed in depth.We therefore applied a regression to nCount_RNA during the ScaleData step. For

visualization, we applied RunUmap to the cell, using the previously selected PCs with default parameters to view the cells in two di-

mensions. We identified cluster markers with FindAllMarkers, with the parameter only.pos set to TRUE and logFC = 0.35 to obtain

exclusively upregulated genes as markers of a cluster relative to all other cells.

Pooled multi-organ sample analysis
We then pooled all the samples together. We ensured that the mixture contained equal numbers of cells per organ, by randomly

downsampling 4455 cells from the liver, spleen and LP, to match cell numbers for these organs with the number of cells for the

SG, the organ with the fewest cells. For mRNA clustering, we selected variable genes, reduced dimensionality and performed clus-

tering as described above. ADT counts were normalized by the CLR method, with the margin parameter set to 2. Given the small

number of ADTs, they were clustered on a standard Euclidean distance matrix.

Heatmap ADT/mRNA
This heatmapwas generatedwith theComplexHeatmap package. The ADT compartment shows normalized ADT expression and the

mRNA compartment shows scaled normalized expression. Genes were selected from the markers of the different clusters.

Overlap coefficient-based matrix
Cluster markers were calculated for the pooled multi-organ dataset by applying the FindAllMarkers function to the clusters identified

in the pooled analysis by organ. Organ-specific markers common to clusters from the same organ were removed by organ-based

differential expression analysis with FindAllMarkers using the following parameters: min.pct = 0.2 and logfc.treshold = 0.35. The or-

gan-specific markers obtained were removed from the list of cluster markers. The overlap coefficient between two lists of markers

was obtained with the following formula: overlapcoefficient (X, Y) = |XXY| ⁄min (|X|,|Y|). We calculated a distance based on the overlap

coefficient as follows: d(X,Y) = 1-overlap_coefficient(X,Y).

Harmony
For multi-organ dataset integration, we used the RunHarmony function from Harmony package 0.1.0.

Comparison with known gene signatures
Scoring analysis was performed with the Seurat AddModuleScore function, which computes a score at single-cell level. The mean

expression level for each gene in the defined expression profiles was calculated for each cell, and the aggregated expression for the

control gene set was then subtracted. All analyzed genes were binned on the basis of mean expression level, and the control genes

were randomly selected from each bin. Violin plots were used to assess the distribution of module scores for each NK cell grouped by

subset.

Pseudotime analysis
Pseudotime analysis was performed withmonocle 3 v0.1.3. We set the starting point of the trajectory to the cell with the higher imma-

ture NK (mNK_Sp2) scoring after removing cells associated with ‘‘real’’ ILC1 clusters in spleen and SG. We obtained two trajectories

in liver cells, first one associated with NK cells and the second one for ILC1. We also computed two trajectories in the LP, one for NK

and intermediate cells and the other one for ILC1.

Human analysis
Human ILC single-cell RNAseq dataset9 is downloaded from the NCBI GEO depository, accession number GSE150050. Cells are

qualified with the following criteria: total number of reads R 105, number of expressed genes R1500, percentage of mitochondrial

reads < 20% and percentage of ribosomal reads % 10%. For each common organ between NK cells and ILC1 (Lung & tonsil), we

performed differential analysis with the FindAllMarkers function (R package Seurat version 4.0.4) to define an organ-specific NK

vs ILC1 signature.

Human orthologous for murine signatures described in this paper were defined with Ensembl Biomart using the R package bio-

maRt (version 2.48.3). Missing and multiple orthologous are completed and validated manually.

To validate the transfer of murine signature to predict human cells, we selected NK cells and ILC1 sorted by the authors to define a

filtered gene-barcode matrix with a subset of cells. We normalized this matrix with the ‘LogNormalize’ method in Seurat v4, with

default parameters. We performed the next analyses step (scaling, PCA, clustering and UMAP) on a sub-matrix with NK/ILC1murine

differentially expressed genes, organ by organ. Venn diagrams are used to show the NK-specific or ILC1-specific markers shared

across organs and species. We used the R package ggVennDiagram version 1.2.1.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data are presented as the mean ± standard error of the means (SEM), or standard deviations (SD). GraphPad Prism 6 was used for

statistical analysis. Marker genes were defined as genes with an adjusted p value of <0.05 in nonparametricWilcoxon rank-sum tests

after Bonferroni correction. Enrichment scores (FDR) were calculated with a hypergeometric test followed by Benjamini-Hochberg

correction. The significance threshold was set at FDR = 0.05.
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